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SCEC uses scientific software to deliver broad impact seismic hazard information to the
research community and the public. This year, our SCEC software sustainability efforts applied
best-practices to SCEC software making it easier to use and extend in the future.

Figure 1: The primary objective of this project was to bring SCEC software distributions up to at the CIG minimum 
software best practices, as shown here on the right. The CIG minimum Software Development Best Practices 
guidelines mention 10 specific requirements, in several categories. We evaluated SCEC software distributions 
against these CIG practices, then made improvements to our software in order to meet these geoscience 
community software standards

Figure 2: We migrated the BBP development to a Linux server with current GNU compilers, increased unit test 
coverage to approx. 50%, and implemented CI processing for the BBP repository using GitHub actions. We 
improved the code and API documentation, reviewed and updated the scientific modules’ documentation on 
GitHub. We updated the GitHub repository, to contain standardized files for our SCEC repositories, created 
bbp_docker images, and updated the software license to the USC recommended BSD-3 license.

Figure 3: We migrated the CyberShake software system from CVM into three public SCEC GitHub repositories to 
reduce the complexity of the CyberShake repositories. We migrated the CyberShake job-submission host to a 
Linux server operated by USC CARC which significantly improves the reliability of the CyberShake workflow 
system. We updated the CyberShake software to use the most recent version of the BBP rupture, high-frequency 
wave propagation, and post-processing  software. We created a standardized software page for the CyberShake
project to act as a homepage for the project.

Figure 4: We re-organized the OpenSha GitHub repositories and archived several of the inactive OpenSHA
GitHub repositories. We added Continuous Integration (CI) testing to the OpenSHA repo so selected tests are run 
on each software commit. We updated the OpenSHA license from the earlier Apache 2 license to the USC 
recommended BSD-3 to ensure un-restricted open-source access to all OpenSHA software in the future. We 
made improvements to the OpenSHA documentation which now provides overview materials, application 
examples, tutorials, and a development roadmap.

Figure 5: We implemented CI testing in the pyCSEP GitHub repository. We implemented pyCSEP documentation 
that describes the parameters used in each pyCSEP method. We released pyCSEP v0.6.0 through PyPi and and 
conda-forge. We developed Jupyter notebook-based pyCSEP software tutorials to provide interactive 
documentation to researchers. We developed a project website. We developed two citable software publications 
for the PyCSEP software including an article in the Journal of Open Source Software, and an article in 
Seismological Research Letters.

Figure 6: We reorganized the UCVM GitHub repos and updated the installation process to be more reliable. We 
implemented CI processing to run when changes are committed to the UCVM and ucvm_plotting repositories. We 
updated UCVM’s GitHub wiki based UCVM documentation. We created UCVM DockerHub images containing 
individual velocity models. We registered the UCVM software to Zenodo and obtained a software DOI for the 
latest UCVM v22.7.0 release.


